
ISSUE THREE: Lent 2006 

 

Tsunami 
Moments  

Food, 
ethical, 
food!

What is Breathe? 
 

• A space to think about how we handle money, time 
and possessions in a Christian way  

 

• Non-judgemental, realistic and simple to be part of 
(no one-commune-fits-all solutions) 

 

• We want to  
APPRECIATE life more fully  
REFUSE the consumer dream  
CONNECT with others, and  
CHOOSE a more generous lifestyle 

 
Breathe is a Christian network for simpler living.  Breathe represents 
orthodox Christians of all kinds and is overseen by Friends: Phil Whittall, 
Chris Ducker, Chris Webster and Rev. Mark Powley.   

Lent begins on March 1st this year, but 
why bother with it? 
Amazing though it may seem, tucked away in our national calendar
between the January sales and the summer holidays, there’s still a
place for a 40-day season of simplicity.  Lent, the period between Ash
Wednesday and Easter Day, still makes the pages of most calendars
and diaries.  But what is it all about? 
 

Some Christians are unhappy with the idea of organised fasting (as if
God would mind us giving up something to focus on him – Daniel
10:1-3, Matthew 4:2).  Many of us, though, are just embarrassed or
indifferent.  So instead of abstinence, from time to time we are
encouraged to take on a new activity, like extra prayer or charity
giving (Reader’s Digest even recommended using the time to think
about your pension!).   
 

But there is so much more to Lent than glumly doing without
smarties or, worse, giving up swearing (what would happen when the

 

Lent is a powerful time.  Like all fasting, it can strip us bare,
revealing our priorities and uncovering our addictions.  Brian
Draper from the London Institute of Contemporary Christianity
(LICC) writes, ‘the discipline of self-denial somehow leads us
deeper into this idea of dying to self, of holding on to one's life
more lightly, of losing our life to find it.’ 
 

If we can’t give something up, we can’t live without it.  But,
ironically, if we can’t give it up, we can’t appreciate it either.  If our
lives are just one endless feast, each day becomes the same as any
another.  But fasting creates space to recognise that everything is a
gift from God.  Renunciation is a key to appreciation.  With prayer,
Lent can cultivate thankfulness and deeper awareness.  And it gives
a better shape to the year than the punishing national ritual of non-
stop work and consumption.   
 

Reclaim Lent this year.  Give something up, clear some space.  You
don’t have to wear purple (the seasonal colour) or start beating
yourself with sticks.  Lent is no time for legalism, which can breed
resentment or pride.  Take the Sundays off.  Don’t take the
Sundays off.  Whichever seems right.  But let’s take this chance to
find God’s blessing in less as well as in more.  And if you do, tell us
about it… 
 

Mark Powley is a Friend of Breathe
Visit www.licc.org.uk/culture/lent for more ideas or

www.thirstforlife.org for an alcohol-free Lent

‘Fasting 
reveals the 
things that 
control us’

Richard Foster

fast ends on Easter Day??!).  Lent taps into the
secret of renunciation, something we’ve lost in our
society of plenty.  In Celebration of Discipline,
Richard Foster writes, ‘More than any other single
Discipline, fasting reveals the things that control
us… We cover up what is inside us with food and
other good things, but in fasting these things
surface… “ ‘All things are lawful for me,’ but I will
not be enslaved by anything” (1 Cor 6:12).’ 

Is there more to Lent than giving up chocolate? 

 

Watch out for  

ibreathe.org.uk 
fully online soon 

http://www.licc.org.uk/culture/lent


In a visit to India’s tsunami-stricken coastline,
Chris Webster found encouragement from
a group of market traders.  
We’ve all had those moments – events or situations that cause us to 
stop, take notice, reassess our lives, and recognise what really 
matters. They can be more than just an experience of misfortune; 
they can equally be those times of great wonder and joy. 2005 has 
been full of moments. We’ve campaigned to make poverty history; 
celebrated winning the bid for the Olympic Games; felt solidarity 
with victims of the London bombings; and seen communities in 
Pakistan brought to rubble. Others are more personal. I’ve been 
mesmerised at a U2 concert; beckoned to believe in the impossible 
by Liverpool’s Champions League victory; humbled by the birth of 
my nephew; and saddened at the death of my grandmother. 
 

Our lives are made up of these moments that bring focus, inspiration 
and transformation. But does the change actually last? Are life-
changing moments, actually life-changing?  
 

REFLECT 
 

Write down some key 
moments from the last 12 
months. Consider 
significant events, 
moments of emotion, of 
drama, of colour, new 
experiences, 
disappointments, 
successes, poignant 
episodes that have shaped 
your life. What stands out? 
Why? How have moments 
changed you? 

The Catholic Basilica in Nagapattinam ‘I found endurance where there had been tragedy’ 

too much ‘stuff’ and the value of ‘less’, but not enough to resist it. I 
know what is good for me. I should indulge in life itself. But… 
 

I’ve found no end of inane things to distract me from writing this 
article. The hypocrisy of it paralysed me. I couldn’t squeeze a word 
out until a friend pointed out that my honest struggle is the best 
place to start. Time to forgive ourselves.  
 

Take one step at a time  
We are looking for the quick fix that will change our lives in an 
instant. We need to appreciate the journey we are on and not 
neglect the value of small, often imperceptible steps towards a 
richer life.  
 

The recent Boots ‘Change One Thing’ campaign got this just right. 
They know we are pre-programmed to fail in our New Year’s 
resolutions, so they exhort us to succeed in one thing, rather than 
fail in many. Go looking for moments. We can create them. Take a 
walk. Organise a meal with family and friends. Be still for 10 
minutes out of each day. Go on a retreat. Turn the television off 
one night a week. But start with just one thing.  
 

Don’t try and do it alone - make it popular  
I’ve realised that moments can give us inspiration but we need a 
movement of shared moments to realise the benefits. Most of us 
tend to go with the flow and want to be considered ‘normal’ and 
not ‘radical’; so the more people to connect with, the easier it 
becomes. Change often needs the first persistent pioneer to lead to 
popularity – forge your way with a few small steps and see how 
many people follow suit. From the pioneering to the popular – it 
works, as we’re just beginning to see with fairly traded products 
and ethical standards in government and industry. 
 

The tsunami happened in a moment. But it is taking a huge global 
movement to rebuild what was destroyed. Only geography 
students knew what a tsunami was before Boxing Day, 2004 – we 
all know now. I’m sure people will still be asking what Breathe is for 
some time. We could try some Fathers 4 Justice-style stunt for a 
moment of fame, but we’d rather inspire a movement.   
 

Today is a good moment to start it. 
Breathe. Forgive yourself. Change one 
thing. Join others. Before you know it you’ll 
have a movement on your hands. You’ll join 
ten Indian men in becoming ambassadors 
for Breathe without even knowing it.  

 
 

Chris Webster is a communications officer 
with the charity World Vision 

The Indian Ocean tsunami of
December 2004 was no doubt 
one of the biggest ‘moments’ 
the world has seen. 
Immediately we, in the UK, 
were connected with 
communities torn apart across 
Asia. In December, I travelled 
to India to see how people are 
rebuilding their shattered 
lives. I visited Vailankanni, a 
17th Century Catholic Basilica 
in Nagapattinam where up to 
3,000 pilgrims were killed by 
the wave. It was eerie 
standing in the shadow of the 

 

Basilica knowing that so many people had died there but I found
endurance of faith and resilient relationships where there had been
tragedy. I spoke to a group of ten shopkeepers who were rebuilding
their businesses – some Hindus, some Muslims and others Christians.
They gave me a message to bring home: “In the tsunami we lost our
material possessions but we gained our respect for humanity”.
Another added, “The tsunami has become a connector between
faiths and people all over the world through compassion, empathy
and global solidarity.” 
 

What an incredible message. These men became ambassadors for
Breathe without knowing it. In the midst of their tsunami moment,
there emerged a resurrection of hope and people who value more
than can be touched and sold.  
 

But, in spite of this, I am too quick to forget the message of the 
tsunami. My new priorities and sharp focus disappear as soon as 
they arrived. Tony Blair knew this when he reflected on the events 
of September 11. “It is as though the world woke up on 9/11,” he 
said, “but then it turned over and went back to sleep.” I go to sleep 
regularly. What will it take to motivate me out of my addiction to 
stuff (see Breathe Issue One)? Must I experience some kind of 
personal tsunami?  
 

Forgive yourself  
I spend too much time in a guilt-ridden place between aspiration 
and indulgence. I have just enough wisdom to recognise the harm of 



So what makes your shopping
trolley different from the norm? 
A shopping trolley... what's that?!
We axed our weekly trip to the
supermarket about a year ago, and
have been on quite a 'food
adventure' ever since. Living in
Somerset, we are fortunate to live
near to a large farm shop. We also
use a local food delivery service.
What we want is locally grown
and/or produced food; organic if
possible. For dry foods we use an
online shop (goodnessdirect.co.uk)
and also Traidcraft
(traidcraftshop.co.uk). 

possible. We drink water most of the time, and hot drinks, juice,
and alcohol less than before. We try not to waste food, or have
too much in the way of 'luxury' food, although it's hard not to!
Some of the dry goods we buy in bulk, and this keeps the cost
down, even if it makes our kitchen a bit cramped! We have
started to grow some of our own food, like potatoes, but would
like to do a lot more of this in the future.  
 

“Supermarkets 
have a lot to 
answer for” 

What's wrong with supermarkets then; aren't they making
more effort to stock both local and organic food these days? 
Yes, they are, which is great, but they still stock very little produce
that is genuinely 'local', and a lot of their organic produce is
imported. We would rather buy local apples than organic ones that
have been shipped or flown in from New Zealand, contributing to
climate change. In general, supermarkets have a lot to answer for.
We found Joanna Blythman's Shopped very revealing about all this. 
 

So do you only buy food that's been produced in the UK?  
We try to buy mainly food that's been produced in the UK, and as
near to where we live as possible, but we do buy some foods from
abroad. If it comes from a developing country though, we try to
make sure it's from a fair trade company.  
 

This all sounds very noble, but how much more do you spend
per week on your food shopping now? 
Nothing! In fact, we are tending to spend less than before. What
we've done is to alter our eating habits. For example, we now eat a
lot less meat, and more vegetables and pulses. We buy very little in 
the way of processed foods, and try to DIY our food as much as

Mark and Annie 
Porthouse are Christians 
from Somerset. They let 
us interrogate them about 
their alternative food 
shopping habits. 

How do your kids cope with you 
shopping in this way? 
We've been quite fortunate, as they are 
still young, and have taken to 'shopping 
ethically' fairly well. We explain to them 
why we shop in the way we shop, and 
they seem to understand, to a point. But 
we don't want them to grow up feeling 
too 'different' from their friends. For this 
reason, when it comes to the kids, we do 
make some compromises. As Co-op is 
probably the most ethical of 
supermarkets, we do pop in there on 
occasion, and pick up a couple of items 
that the two of them just can't live 
without.  

 

Breathe is just getting started.  We’d love as many people as possible to get connected and talk about simpler living.  We send out newsletters 
like this several times a year, by email or by post.  Please let friends know about Breathe or get in touch for extra copies (take a bunch to your 
church, for example).  To join our mailing list send a blank email to in@ibreathe.org.uk.  Or send us the slip below with your details.  Watch out 
for the website www.ibreathe.org.uk, which should kick into life soon after Easter (which is quite appropriate, if you think about it…).     

 
My details  Name  ……………………………. Email  ………………………………………. 
 
 

  Address  ……………………………………….………………………………………. 
 

breathe@ibreathe.org.uk   Breathe c/o 68 Elgin Rd, Croydon CR0 6XA 

those fair trade chocolate raisins...  

 

Fortunately, we are finding that more and 
more dry foods are being produced in 
either 'organic' or 'fair trade' versions. For 
example, our kids are very keen on an 
organic brand of chocolate breakfast 
cereal (that we buy online) and as for 

Mark and daughter harvesting their potatoes! 

 

What has been hardest about the changes you've made?
Continuing to please the kids! We are fortunate that we have
made these dramatic changes to our food shopping habits while
they are still young, but it is still an ongoing challenge to keep
them happy, especially when they see their friends eating 'yummy'
junk food from supermarkets, and so on. We also have to admit
that there are times when we are torn between feeling that we
really want a certain type of food, but we just can't buy it locally
(or organically, etc). I spotted a sign outside a supermarket the
other day for half price tiramisu - my favourite! I managed to
resist. I imagine the answer is that I just have to learn how to
make it myself...! 

Tell Your Story  Have you tried to live more simply 
in an area of your life?  Has it been easy?  Has it been worth it?  
Get in touch and tell us your story (editor@ibreathe.org.uk). 

mailto:in@ibreathe.org.uk


Ad-Watch: Lastminute.com – ‘Life. Book Now’ 
 

Lastminute.com have something they’d like to teach us.  As part of their re-
branding from short-notice ticket sales to all-round life coaching, they have 
launched a £2 million campaign, with the slogan ‘Life. Book now’ 
 

According to media website Net Imperative, the campaign includes ‘a ‘roadblock’ television advert 
featuring a 90 second ad broadcast simultaneously across 80 channels’ which ‘provokes viewers to 
consider whether they are living their lives to the full’.  They also make use of advertising 
hoardings, website banners, ‘a dedicated campaign microsite (lastminute.com/life)’, ‘a new 
community blogging site’, and (no joke) a book entitled ‘Lastminute Living’!  
 

Alarm bells should be ringing already.  Why is a ticket sales company offering a philosophy of life?  How can we trust the advice 
they offer?  Could they, perhaps, be in it for the money?  The Net Imperative site continues, ‘The campaign…will give the 
public inspirational ideas to help them live every last minute. It focuses on the promotion of beach holidays…’ (!!) 
 

Unfortunately for marketing gurus, life cannot be bought in the shape of a holiday, or maximised through smart lifestyle 
choices.  Life is God’s gift to us.  You don’t have to book it; you’re living it now.  And don’t let anyone tell you otherwise.  
 

What’s the real key to life to the full?  ‘Those who want to save their life will lose it, and those who lose their life for my sake 
will save it’ (Luke 9:24).  We really live not when we’re on holiday, but when we surrender to God (which is good news for 
the forty-odd weeks of the year we spend at home!).  Real life is in the giving, not the getting; in loving, not skiing; it is found 
as God transforms our days, with all their ordinariness and frustrations, into acts of praise – every last minute of them. 

  

 
 
 
 

Holly Ellson writes: Last 
autumn I went with Christian 
Aid to Congo and on one of our 
many long bumpy rides out to 
visit projects, a colleague and I 
determined to live more 
ethically.  These were some of 
our ‘decisions’. 
 

1. Question every clothing 
purchase. Can I buy what I 
need from a charity shop?  Am 
I just bored of my clothing?  
Then, get together with some 
friends and do a clothes-swap 
party.  
 

2. Throw out the TV and don’t 
buy glossy magazines.  It’s the 
adverts that make us want to 
buy stuff. 
 

3. Get to know your 
neighbours, invite them for 
meals.  Sharing meals = fewer 
ovens using up valuable power. 
 

4. Don’t buy bottled water, it’s 
a con! 
 

5. Reduce the cleaning 
chemicals in your house. 

We live in deeds, not years; in thoughts, not breaths; 

In feelings, not in figures on a dial. 

We should count time by heart throbs. He most lives 

Who thinks most, feels noblest, acts the best. 
 

Philip James Bailey
 

Taken from Simplicity, Love and Justice, Besom Study Guide (Alpha 2004)
Breathe is printed on recycled paper    

 

Something got you thinking?  Send us a cutting… 
We’d love to reproduce quotes that you find helpful or comments that you have.  If 
something made you think, perhaps it could provoke someone else, too.  Get in touch at 
the address at the bottom of page 3.

 

Sign of the Times  
 

This editorial from The Times (Dec 24th 2005) is very clear on the significance of 
consumerism for UK Christianity.  But do you agree with the diagnosis?  If so, how do you 
think we can rise to the challenge?   
 

‘Much has been made in recent years of dwindling attendances at church, the bare 
pews in rural parishes…  But this is to overlook another trend particularly evident in 
the last year: the resurgence of faith issues and the public debate that these have 
engendered [E.g. the relation of the London bombings to Islam, tolerance of diversity] 
 
The discussion also provoked an unusual public reexamination 
of the values, ethos and cultural legacy of Christianity as the 
faith that has shaped and guided British society.  How should 
society, underpinned by those values, react to the conflicting 
concepts introduced by other religions?  Is a loving God able to 
co-exist with divergent deities?  And, in the West, has mass 
materialism taken God out of the market?  … 
 
Re-examining and acknowledging the centrality of the religion that has shaped these 
islands is not the same, however, as rediscovering for oneself that faith.  Christianity 
today is embattled.  Partly this is because it has yet to find a way of effectively 
responding to consumerism…  After the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russians turned 
in huge numbers to the Orthodox Church to proclaim the values and ethical standards 
that communism patently did not provide.  So, too, in the face of a consumerist 
onslaught that many find ephemeral and amoral, Britons are looking to their 
forefathers’ religion for moral guidance.’ 

In the West, 
has mass 
materialism 
taken God out 
of the 
market? 
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